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About This Game

From the writer of “Teleglitch: Die More Edition” comes Shortest Trip to Earth, a roguelike spaceship simulator
featuring exploration, ship management, game-influencing decision-making and real-time tactical battles.
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Onboard combat against hostile intruders is a messy business

Explore a detailed and deadly universe

Embark on a perilous journey through a procedurally generated universe and explore massive space sectors crawling with exotic
lifeforms. Engage in action-packed tactical combat against hostile ships, boarding parties and inter-dimensional space monsters.

Each ship comes with its own strengths and weaknesses

Master the art of survival by customising your ship with modular components and perks. Choose from a range of spaceships and
manage life within your vessel - from crew, pets and drones to ship modules and weapons. Shape your journey through hundreds
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of multiple-choice events, featuring unique hand-drawn illustrations.

A selection of crew types

Shortest Trip to Earth features unforgiving permadeath, but you can unlock perks to increase the odds of survival on your next
run.

Key Features

Master the art of survival in unexplored space!

Traverse a procedurally generated universe full of intrigue

Ship customisation & crew management

Epic real-time tactical space battles

Onboard combat, featuring hostile intruders, drones and battle-hardened pets

Hundreds of random events with unique outcomes

Uncover fascinating and exotic stories from across the universe
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Title: Shortest Trip to Earth
Genre: Action, Adventure, Indie, Simulation, Strategy, Early Access
Developer:
Interactive Fate
Publisher:
Iceberg Interactive
Release Date: 9 Oct, 2018

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system

OS: Microsoft Windows 7, 8, 10 - 64 bit

Processor: Intel Core i3 or equivalent

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: Intel HD4400 or dedicated DX11 GPU (1280x720)

DirectX: Version 11

Storage: 500 MB available space

English
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Mention the original Painkiller to any devotee and watch as their eyes light up, their bodies start to animate wildly and a
wellspring of jovial passion cascades over their speech of loving admiration. After this moving testimony, ask for their thoughts
on Painkiller: Resurrection and recoil in horror as all emotion abandons them and the blood drains from their face, leaving
behind a vacant and pale visage while they recount sickening tales of a game permeated with bugs, crashes, dull levels that
confusingly branch out and twist on for miles; giving the illusion of freedom, when really every path except one leads to dead
ends, more bugs, crashes, pointless excursions with no reward. Ceaseless enemy hordes that offer no challenge, consume
exorbitant amounts of time and spawn inside of the walls, the floors, the ceilings, and every other nook and cranny, so long as it
isn't in the playable space. Scouring for ammo constantly, in order to defeat bosses possessing a ridiculous number of health
points, who never hit you once because the developers forgot to program in some decent AI. As more and more energy is
expended detailing the atrocities of Painkiller: Resurrection, you can feel your soul gradually leaving your body and you have to
end the tirade. It's the sinister feeling all Painkiller fans know too well.

The second this bloated corpse was resurrected, it should have been buried deep in the earth, never mentioned of again.

2\/10. It is really addictive game :). I like the concept of this game and I hope there will be more contents in the future and
multiplayer option would be also great.. Though I've only played this for a short time I found it different than most
hidden\/adventure object games I played. The tutorial was very straight forward and simple. I looked how real pictures are used
and people with voices. I liked looking for things without all the clues (like sparkles saying "LOOK HERE!") It made the game
more challenging having to watch for the curser icon to change from a yellow dot to a hand, magnifier or gears. It was nice to be
able to pan around the room by clicking on the far right or left arrows when they appeared. I can say I like the game thus far..
What an awesome little group coop game for friends.
We had 5 people running around on 360 controllers and it was a blast.

10\/10, would scream at friends again.. Awesome maps. The game type is fun, but honestly I'd buy it just for the maps. I
recieved everything from the DLC except the black mask.
I kinda bought it just for that black mask just not to get it.
The pack overall is allright, the emotes are great.

I WANT THAT BLACK MASK!!
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I brought this on sale thinking it can't be as bad as the reviews. The truth is its worse. Game had a long load time, terrible lag,
difficult controls and poor graphics. Unlock a door and it shows as still locked, walk away and try again and its will then open.

This game suffers from a total lack of atmosphere and no save facility. Very surprised its not listed as early access as clearly not
ready.

. EPILEPSY WARNING: THIS GAME HAS FLASHING LIGHTS

It has potential, but I can't recommend it game right now.

First things first, if you wanna understand this game, you need to know his shenanigans (google "bob's game").
Despite all that, the game is... Interesting.

The game is basically a "crossover" of several puzzle games, like Puyo Puyo, Columns, and Super Puzzle Fighter. You can
either select them individually or play it on a set order, each game being its own "stage". That's a quite solid concept, but there
are quite a few tecnical problems in this game

First, visuals. The neon pieces are quite nice, but the problem lies outside the puzzle grid. There is a huge cluster of information
concentrated outside of the grid on the left side of the screen. These are huge lines of text (for an UI) with precise statistics.
Things for a casual viewer, like number of lines, whith also numbers I've only heard being used by hardcore puzzle players, like
current gravity and lock delay. I don't mind the quantity of information presented on screen, but I can see someone having a
problem with that not being presented in text. It kinda looks like a debug build, Just text, mind you, nothing even remotely close
to the aesthetics of the rest of the game. It's ugly and distracting. It is completely possible to have these statistics displayed in a
more aesthetical way than this games shows right now. There there is so much text and information that, if you're playing in the
default windowed mode, four of those options will be hidden (I'll get to that in a second).

My second biggest problem is actually ironic, considering the last paragraph. This game has the habit to not telling what are you
supposed to be doing in each segment. It probably helps that I played most of these puzzles, but there are a few games that are
not self-explanatory (notably Super Puzzle Fighter). There are items on the game that I don't have the slightest clue on how they
work. For example, the Pacman icon. What does it do? I have no clue. It doesn't work like in Pac Attack, because I can
eliminate all the blocks present, and even then Pacman doesn't move (btw, Namco might sue you for using a Pacman, there's
precedent for that). There are a few items on the first puzzle that I took a while to understand what they were doing, because the
name of the information flashes rapdily on screen, giving me not enough time to process.

There's also no training mode, or any other outside of "marathon" or "endless", which... Actually, I have not that much of a
problem with that, the quantity of games inside Bob's Game is a lot of content already (I kinda wish there was a "random" mode,
with a randomly generated order of "stages").

And I will not try to use multiplayer because... Come on, Pelloni, you're asking too much from me. People are questioning the
validity of this game enough, and you're asking people to register for online multiplayer? Come one, man.

But I would urge the author to not worry with extra features right now. Because this game is, above all, collection of tecnical
misteps. The game behaves differently based on the size of the windows, with information either missing or being relocated
(and, need I remind you, this game opens in a small window by default). The transitions between games are very clumsy,
without any kind of warning. The game loves using flashing lights as substitutes for more elaborate animations, which oh boy do
I have a headache right now. Trying to vote basically softlocks the game with an error informing me the game cannot connect
into the server. The menus are clumsy and look really bad. There's a wall of text on the title screen, with the author shilling his
Patreon and other information (I'm not against Patreon, I'm against wall of texts polluting the UI). Scrolling is a mess, most
notably in the tetris attack segment.

With all that said, this game has a lot of potential. The game sure needs a lot of work into it, but it is very possible to turn itself
into a excellent puzzler.
And its playable at least. That's a lot more than I can say about, for example, Tetris Ultimate.. The art style was okay, but
there\u2019s a lack of facial expressions on the characters, and that bothered me a lot. Also their personalities weren\u2019t
developed, and both guys and the MC remained as bland\/empty characters, where you probably won\u2019t care about them at
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all when you finish your playthrough. The idea of the story was good, but unfortunately the game turned out bad in the end.

The love confession is basically the same thing for both guys, the same cookie cutter dialogue with a few minor changes. And
again, I\u2019m going to point this out: please stop putting in real life cutscenes in your visual novels. It doesn\u2019t match
with the game, it\u2019s annoying (since you can\u2019t skip it), and makes no sense. Especially when the story happens in
South Korea, but on the club cutscene you can clearly see only foreigners dancing. On the first screen of the game the
developers said how worried they were to try to keep everything \u201clegit\u201d to the readers, but honestly, adding that one
cutscene kinda ruined their statement.

2\/10. Get this game only on a sale and if you\u2019re beginning to get into visual novels. If you\u2019re already into them, this
game might p*ss you off.. no scoped an invisible player with my med kit faster than jfk

8\/8. Fun puzzle platformer where you earn clones of yourself as you go on and can use them to solve various puzzles by turning
them into stepping stones or combining with them, etc.. I cant seem to invert the y axis on the Xbox controller sounds are
strange movement of character needs a lot of work.
I enjoy the game so far driving is the best part. I hope a lot of work is going to be done to improve this game.. Nice Game!

pros
*Accurate shooting
*Nice Weapons

cons
*i would like to see more detailed city and zombies coming out from doors
*teleport or slow moving like in vr zgame

Averall will be nice game if developers will listen. Really fun game. Bought it when it first came out and even now I still find
myself playing it from time to time. Great soundtrack and awesome graphics.. I've been seeing a lot of negative reviews on this
DLC....

 To be honest, I went ahead and bought it with the full expectation that it was going to be as bad as was stated.

 However, it turned out quite different.
 Yes, I lost my first attempt to play a simple skirmish match... but then realized it was the things I needed to do that was at fault.
 There are some major differences from the other two factions.. but overall, it's still run the same, just some new twists.

 These twists may have confused some players into thinking the faction is weak, but I attest, soon as the Undead get going... they
can be a Tidal wave of poisonous, infectious, freezing cold to the touch, skeletal death to any enemy.

 Using the poison cloud when your troops are in a cluster and then leaping at the enemy groups simply is a sight to behold.

 From what I've read there may be some misunderstandings about the Bloodsucker units...
 At the start (as a bat), they are pretty weak (easy to kill).. however, they run (or fly away) until your other units begin
engaging... then they swoop in and deliver some nasty hits on the enemies.

 They also have a task.. hanging around the cemetary helping revive your dead. So it DOES pay to have several of them ( ended
up with 6 even from the start with no problem).

 One more nice little tactic... is to cast the "Summon General" spell on the battlefield (or in the dungeon)... this summons a ghost
with a sword and it is a similar spell to the Summon Evil spell that all factions have (including this one). However, this one in
particular can be cast outside the dungeons also...
 The warrior, comes with a few skeletons to fight... they are good at causing such a diversion you can then cast a 2nd spell
nearby... "Summon the Undead" which summons ALL of your heroes (or rather, villains?) to that spot.
 They will rise up out of the ground like a horror movie and lay waste to the enemy which is alread engaged in fighting the
General.
 Then cast that Toxin spell and enjoy!
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 The other units can be confusing but just know this, hire a couple of zombies first and go for about four. Because they are
tougher to kill and hit well. They also run the Labratory which is like the forge.
 It is similar to the forges of the Orcs and Demons but with a twist... at level two you get the ability to add a second type of
structure to the room. It's not a replacement structure like the Orcs had when they upgrade to the master forge... but a leveling
chamber (similar to the Orc's Fighting pit).
 There is where you can UP your troops.

 Also, similar to the Orcs, is a "Place of Rest" area... Not to be confused with the cemetary. My first mistake was thinking that
was the place my troops would heal up... and they do... but not when they are dead (lol)!

 The cemetary revives them... the Place of Rest is kinda like a healing bed AND... the Beer room in one.
 So not only does it restore their hitpoints (like the admiration platform of the Demons) but it satisfies the units (like beer).

 The other room is where the pots are made for using in research (and traps)... it (like the Orcs' Tinker room) has a structure that
can be upgraded with a better one. Just think of the Goblin room when you make one of these, however, do note that the
Skeletons that run it --- are ranged (archers).. unlike the Goblins from the Orcs.

 As for the traps...

 There is a skeletal hand that slaps enemies around as they walk past (like those swinging blades of the Orcs -- or the tentacle of
the Demons).
 There are some floor traps... one that freezes enemies briefly (for the hand to slap around)... and another that releases a toxin.
 And another "center of the room trap" ... is a freezing blast thingy that works wonders on troops.

 The best trap... imho....
 Is the rolling snowball trap.

 Like the Orc's Rolling ball or rolling explosive ball... this one rolls alright.. but it does not push the enemy back... but rather
makes them stick to it as it rolls.

 The laughs I had from those (sometimes my own troops would get caught in it).. was well worth the DLC price I paid.

 Overall... I think this DLC is good.. it's great to have a 3rd faction to break the boredom of the other two.
 Might be tougher to some... but really it is a learning curve probably more than anything.

 10\/10 would Roll the snowball over my guys and the enemy again
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